
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This is not so; the hare's-foot merely resents the change of atmosphere (it
has probably been in a moist green-house), and, _______ most of us, takes
time to settle down.

1.
like

This class of studies, _______ many others, but this more than any other,
is confronted with a great difficulty, indeed an irksome hindrance, in that vice
of minds educated by literary methods alone which is ordinarily called
verbalism.

2. like

Each of these six men was _______ though he had been struck.3. as

His end was unfortunately _______ remarkable _______ his career.4. as as

It is, _______ you say, a fair exchange.5. as

This rest, brief _______ it was, saved her life.6. as

This was Greek to Pat, whose acquaintance with automobiles was too
recent for him to appreciate the importance of a license number at a time
_______ this.

7.

like

It was _______ tempting _______ a meal at home.8. as as

Her form was vaguely familiar _______ she ran toward him.9. as

It seemed _______ if he were always to be there.10. as

Tired _______ we were, we could not wait.11. as

But the loneliness was not so great _______ it seemed.12. as

Have something to say, and say it _______ clearly _______ you can.13. as as

All turned their eyes upon him _______ he did so.14. as

Captain Tournier, _______ the rest, was longing to see once more his old
home, but had first to pay a farewell visit to his friends at the Manor House.
15. like
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And away Tom went for seven days and seven nights due north-west, till
he came to a great codbank, the _______ of which he never saw before.
16.

like

Hunter's voice was _______ smooth _______ silk.17. as as

You'll get _______ hoarse _______ a wolf.18. as as

For many weeks now Chip had suffered from a troubled conscience, and,
_______ most of us, was unable to face its consequences and admit her sin.
19.

like

_______ for me, I was the picture of gloom.20. As
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